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Abstract. Reducing the cognitive complexity of a piece of code to a
given threshold is not trivial. Recently, we modeled software cognitive
complexity reduction as an optimization problem and we proposed an
approach to assist developers on this task. This approach enumerates
sequences of code extraction refactoring operations until a stopping cri-
teria is met. As result, it returns the minimal sequence of code extraction
refactoring operations found that is able to reduce the cognitive complex-
ity of a code to the given threshold. However, enumeration algorithms fail
to scale with the code size. The number of refactoring plans can grow
exponentially with the number of lines of code. In this paper, instead
of enumerating sequences of code extraction refactoring operations, we
model the cognitive complexity reduction as an Integer Linear Program-
ming optimization problem. This makes it feasible to use solvers, like
CPLEX, to efficiently find optimal solutions in large programs.
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1 Introduction

Recently, a novel cognitive complexity metric has been proposed and integrated
in the well-known static code tools SonarCloud1 and SonarQube2, an open-
source service and platform, respectively, for continuous inspection of code qual-
ity. This cognitive complexity metric, which we refer to as SonarSource Cog-
nitive Complexity (SSCC), has been defined as a measure of how hard the
control flow of a code (function/method) is to understand and maintain. The
SSCC is given by a positive number which is increased every time a control
flow sentence appear. Their nested levels also contribute to the SSCC of the
code. Functions/methods with high SSCC will be difficult to maintain. Although
SonarQube suggests to keep code’s cognitive complexity no greater than a thresh-
old, software developers lack support to reduce the SSCC of their code. Recently,
we modelled the reduction of the SSCC to a given threshold as an optimization
problem where the search space contains all feasible sequences of code extraction

1 https://sonarcloud.io
2 https://www.sonarqube.org
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opportunities [1]. We now introduce a different modeling of the problem, defining
the SSCC reduction task as an Integer Linear Programming (ILP) optimization
problem. This makes it feasible to apply efficient solvers, like CPLEX, to get
optimal solutions very quickly.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec. 2 introduces the
challenge of reducing SSCC of code. Sec. 3 presents the novel formulation of
SSCC reduction as an ILP optimization problem. Sec. 4 summarizes the model
and the solutions obtained when reducing the SSCC of a method in an open-
source Java project. Sec. 5 briefly discusses future work.

2 Challenges of Reducing Software Cognitive Complexity

In order to illustrate the difficulties developers face when reducing the SSCC of
code, we use as running example the addParametersToServiceURL method in
the DocumentExecutionWorkForDoc class of the Knowage-core open-source Java
project.3 This method has SSCC 46 and SonarQube suggests reducing it to 15 in
order to improve the understandability and maintainability of the method. It has
37 sentences and the upper bound of Extract Method refactoring opportunities
is

(
37
2

)
= 666. Note that the number of different Extract Method refactoring

opportunities is bounded by
(
n
2

)
= n·(n−1)

2 , where n is the number of sentences
of the method. This is the combination of n sentences taken two at a time without
repetition. These two sentences determine the beginning and ending of a code
extraction. The problem developers face is to find sequences of code extractions
that reduce the SSCC of the method. We have computationally checked that
there are just 31 applicable code extractions for the running example. However,
one would need to evaluate all possible sequences of Extract Method operations
totaling 231 alternatives. Note that we use here “Extract Method” instead of
“Extract Function” to reflect the object-centric nature of the operation in Java.

3 Novel Problem Formulation

The SSCC of a piece of code can be computed as the sum of two components
that we call the inherent component and the nesting component. The inherent
component depends on the presence of certain control flow structures and com-
plex expressions (like conditionals combining several kinds of logical operators).
When a control flow structure or complex expression is found, it contributes
+1 to the inherent component. The nesting component depends on the depth
that a certain control flow structure is in the code with respect to the method
declaration. This depth is the contribution to the nesting component. Let si and
ei be the start and end offset (in characters) of the ith extractable sequence

3 Due to space limitations, we refer the reader to Figures 2 and 5 in [1]. There, we show
the contribution of the code to the SSCC of the method and the resulting method
after reducing its SSCC from 46 to 8 by applying three Extract Method refactoring
operations, respectively.
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in the source file. We consider the ith sequence is nested in the jth sequence,
denoted with i → j, when [si, ei] ⊂ [sj , ej ] (the subset is strict). We say that
the ith sequence is in conflict with the jth sequence, denoted with i ↮ j when
i and j are not nested one in the other and [si, ei] ∩ [sj , ej ] ̸= ∅. Two sequences
cannot be extracted simultaneously if they are in conflict. Note that all the
sequences belong to a method (i → 0 for all i ≥ 1, where the 0th sequence
contains all the sentences in the method). Let dij , for i → j, be the nesting
distance between sequences i and j. We denote with ιi the accumulated inherent
component of the ith sequence and the ones contained by it. We define νi as the
accumulated nesting component of the sequences contained by the ith sequence
(considering nesting 0 for the ith sequence). We finally denote with µi the num-
ber of sequences that contribute to the accumulated nesting component of the
ith sequence (including itself when its nesting component is not 0).

We model the reduction of the SSCC of a method to a given threshold τ
using ILP as follows:

min

m∑
i=1

xi (1)

subject to:

xi + xj ≤ 1 ∀i ↮ j (2)

(ιi + νi)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Term A

xi −
∑
j,j→i

zji(ιj + νj + djiµj)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Term B

≤ τ ∀i = 0, 1, . . . ,m (3)

zji + |{l|j → l → i}| (zji − 1) ≤ xj −
∑

l,j→l→i

xl ∀j → i (4)

x0 = 1 (5)

xi ∈ {0, 1} ∀i = 0, 1, 2, . . . ,m (6)

zji ∈ {0, 1} ∀j → i (7)

where m is the number of sequences that can be extracted and xi is a binary
variable that takes value 1 if sequence i is extracted and 0 otherwise. The goal,
expressed in Eq. (1), is to minimize the number of extracted sequences. Eq. (2)
ensures that at most one of two sequences in conflict will be selected in the final
solution. Eq. (3) limits the SSCC of all the sequences in the code after applying
the refactoring operations to be lower or equal than τ . In the left-hand side,
we find SSCC of the ith sequence when extracted as a new method (Term A)
minus SSCC removed from sequence i due to method extractions of sequences j
contained in i (Term B). If there were two sequences k and j with k → j → i that
are extracted, we should only subtract the jth sequence SSCC contribution, and
not k. The reason is that the contribution of sequence k is already considered
in the contribution of j. For this reason, we do not use the x variables in the
expression of the SSCC reduction (Term B). Instead, we define new variables zji
for j → i that are 1 if and only if the jth extractable sequence is selected and
no other sequence strictly between j and i is selected. If zji = 1 then we should
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extract from the SSCC of the ith sequence the SSCC of the jth sequence. This
is what Eq. (3) does. Variables z are completely determined by the values of
the x variables. Eq. (4) expresses the relationship between the z variables and
the x variables. If zji = 1, then xj = 1 and xl = 0 for all l with j → l → i. If
zji = 0, then there is no constraint for the x variables. Eq. (5) forces the SSCC
reduction of the original method (represented with the 0th sequence). Finally,
Eqs. (6) and (7) define the binary domain of the variables.

4 Experiment

We integrated the novel formulation of the SSCC reduction problem in an Eclipse
application recently developed by the authors [1]. First, it automatically enu-
merates Extract Method refactorings opportunities. Then, it uses the Extract
Method refactoring operation provided by the Java Development Toolkit (JDT)
of Eclipse to test the feasibility of code extractions programmatically. Finally,
it models and solves an ILP optimization problem. For the running example
referred in Sec. 2, the corresponding ILP optimization problem contains 31 de-
cision variables and 373 constraints. The CPLEX solver (v22.1.0) solved this
problem in just two seconds, finding three optimal solutions. These solutions
apply three Extract Method refactoring operations to reduce the original SSCC
of the method to a value lower to 15. This means that the method under study
requires, at least, three code extractions to reduce its SSCC.

5 Discussion

As shown in our experiment, it could exist multiple optimal solutions, each of
them impacting the code differently: number of resulting and/or extracted lines
of code (LOC), number of arguments in the signature of the extracted code, etc.
This clearly opens the door to multiple criteria decision-making. Despite the
previous, it is still an open question if software cognitive complexity reduction
of a method is NP-hard or not. Last but not least, although the SSCC metric is
designed to be language-agnostic, we focused so far on Java. We plan as future
work to adapt our approach to other programming languages.
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